
ADVENTUREPLAN
Complete this form and give it to your trusted contact

Safety is your responsibility.
By using this resource you agree to the terms and conditions.

Why use an Adventure Plan

Yosemite Search and Rescue is one of the busiest wilderness SAR services in the country and averages in excess
of two hundred rescue missions every year. While many SARS can be avoided with proper planning and
knowledgeable decision making, accidents can still happen. An adventure plan is a backup plan. It enables a
trusted contact to initiate a SAR on your behalf should you run into trouble. Further it gives  your trusted contact  
valuable information that can increase the odds of a better outcome for a SAR mission

Instructions

1: Fill out this form for each person going on the trip.
2: Take recommended photos (pg. 2)
3: Give a physical or digital copy of this form and photos to your trusted contact. There should be one trusted
contact that has a form for each person in the party. If you choose to have multiple trusted contacts give a copy
of each form to all trusted contacts and ensure trusted contacts know how they can reach each other.

Double Check- Do you have the 10 Essentials?

Navigation
Headlamp
Sun Protection
1st Aid Kit
Knife
Fire

Shelter
Extra Food
Extra Water
Extra Clothes
Most experts today also recommend a Cell or Satellite
communication device (and charging device)

Terms and Conditions

The Adventure Plan form is provided free of charge but without warrant or guarantee. ‘LEADER’ refers to the 
person using the form to complete their Outdoors Intentions. ‘TRUSTED CONTACT’ refers to the person that the 
‘LEADER’ gives their Adventure Plan form to, whether it be via electronic or hard copy means. The process relies 
on the LEADER providing correct and comprehensive information. This form is provided as a resource only and is 
not a guarantee of safety. No responsibility is accepted on the part of FOYOSAR. The process relies on the 
TRUSTED CONTACT receiving the information from the LEADER and following the designated process as set out 
on the form. It is recommended that the LEADER checks that their TRUSTED CONTACT has received the 
Adventure Plan (by whatever means chosen) prior to leaving on a trip. It is the responsibility of the LEADER to
ensure that the TRUSTED CONTACT they select is willing and able to respond and follow the process contained 
within the information they receive. No responsibility is accepted for the TRUSTED CONTACT not receiving the 
information or not following the correct process. The timeliness and accuracy of a search and rescue response 
depends somewhat on the quality, quantity and accuracy of the information that is provided by the LEADER to 
the TRUSTED CONTACT and that the TRUSTED CONTACT follows the process correctly. No guarantee is given 
regarding search and rescue response. Internet and telecommunications providers do not guarantee uptime of 
their systems or delivery of electronic messages. Postal services do not guarantee timeframes of delivery of 
physical letters, parcels or packages. By using the Adventure Plan form you accept that you have read,
understood and agree to the terms and conditions above, and that you understand FOYOSAR is making no 
claims as to the guarantee of safety or rescue. Outdoor recreation has inherent risks, and it is your responsibility 
to make a plan and choices that will keep you safe. 
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Equipment 

Trip Activities

Backpack and Tent (make/model/
color)

Are you using Trekking Poles?

List any special activities and their
location. (Climbing, kayaking, etc.)

Other recognizable items (inflatable raft,
climbing gear, etc.)

Personal location device, satellite phone
number, etc.

By using this resource you agree to the terms and conditions.

Photos

We recommend sending a photo with your gear, shoes (tread up), and anything you have mapped out, along
with this form to your trusted contact. If they won't have a current photo of you it is a good idea to include that
as well.
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Travel Plans  

How are you arriving to and from the area?

Start Date

Trail/Direction

Trail/Direction

Trail/Direction

Trail/Direction

Trail/Direction

:

:

:

:

:

:

Mode of transportation :

If traveling by car-

Make/model:

License Plate
:
(state/ number)

Stock/pack animals (type and number)

Ending Point (trailhead, parking lot, etc.) 

Possible detours/side trips :

:

Beginning Point (trailhead, parking lot, etc.) :

:

Color :

Parking lot

4thCampsite

1st Campsite

:

:

5th Campsite

3rd Campsite:

:

2nd Campsite

Year :

By using this resource you agree to the terms and conditions.

:

:

:
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Return 

Group Members

Personal Information

If you don't hear from me/can't reach
me by (time and date):
Call Yosemite Dispatch (209)379-1992

Date I expect to
leave the
wilderness

Full Name

Other

Medical
conditions/
medication

Where will
you go after
leaving the
area

Cell number

Trailhead exit

:

:

:

:

Total in group:

Age :

It is highly recommended that each group member fill out a copy of this form and give all forms to your
trusted contact(s). If you have more than one trusted contact, each contact should get a copy of all forms.
This has several benefits:
*The trusted contact can call other group members who may have different cell service coverage.
*The trusted contact can get all info to SAR in a timely manner, if needed.
*The process of filling out the forms will help familiarize all members with the plans should something go
wrong.
*If one person is in need of help the information for that individual will be on hand.
*More information = more accurate tracking abilities for SAR.

By using this resource you agree to the terms and conditions.

Permit in your name? :

:

:

:


